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facilitating duplicated failures removal, failure assignment
and parallel debugging, etc. [3]. Generally speaking, a
failure indexing technique includes three steps: ﬁrst, using
a ﬁngerprinting function to extract failure signatures from
related information of program failures like execution traces;
second, computes the pairwise distances between failures
based on the extracted failure signatures; third, partition
the failures based on the distance values matrix (called
proximity matrix), then a clustering algorithm can be applied
based on the obtained proximity matrix.
The critical part of underpinning an effective failure
indexing technique is a proper ﬁngerprinting function and
distance computation. Different combinations of ﬁngerprinting function and distance computation comprise different
failure proximities and different clustering algorithms can
be applied on the same proximity matrix. The central
question of failure indexing is to properly design failure
proximity which quantiﬁes the probability of two failures
being indexed together due to the same bug. A good failure
proximity is a proximity matrix that makes the distance
between failures due to the same fault small and the distance
between other failures large.
In the research work of Liu et al. [2], they investigate
an array of six failure proximities which range from the
simplest to most complex approaches. Failure point-based
failure proximity and stack trace-based failure proximity are
two simple approaches for partitioning crashing failures due
to the same bug. The ﬁngerprinting functions of the two
proximities extract failure points and failure stack traces
from each failure respectively and they both adopt the 0-1
distance as the distance function to compute the proximity
between any two failures. Code coverage-based failure proximity, predicate evaluation-based failure proximity, dynamic
slicing-based failure proximity and statistical debuggingbased failure proximity aim to identify noncrashing failures due to the same bug. Code coverage-based failure
proximity is simple and widely adopted to measure the
proximity between any two failed executions [4–6]. In this
paper, our study focuses on code coverage-based failure

Abstract—Failure indexing technique plays an important
role in modern software maintenance. It can facilitate duplicated failure removal, failure assignment, etc. Failure proximity
is a crucial part that underpins failure indexing techniques.
It is comprised of two components: a ﬁngerprinting function
extracting failure signatures from failures and a distance
function computing pairwise distances between failures. Failure
proximity usually assumes the existence of test oracle. However,
in many real-life application domains, test oracles do not always
exist. Hence, the applicability of existing failure proximity
techniques is limited. In our paper, we focus on investigating
how to apply metamorphic testing on code coverage-based
failure proximity without test oracles. In our approach, instead
of using the testing results of failure, the results of violation or
non-violation for metamorphic test groups are used. Speciﬁcally, the ﬁngerprinting function extracts signatures from metamorphic slices rather than execution slices and the distance
function computes the pairwise distance between violations
rather than between failures. Thereby, the applicability of
failure proximity is extended to the situations without test
oracles. The experimental results on 50 two-fault mutants show
that the quality of proximity matrix obtained through our
approach is statistical comparable to traditional code coveragebased failure proximity with test oracle.
Keywords-failure proximity; metamorphic testing; test oracle; metamorphic slice

I. I NTRODUCTION
Failure reporting plays an important role in modern software and is widely deployed in software like Mozilla. In
practice, end-users are much likely to run into failures of
the released software. Under the end-user’s permission, failure reporting system automatically collects the information
related the failures in a standard form like Bug Report
and sends it back to developers for diagnosis. The failure
related information like the stack traces, execution traces,
etc., is collected every day and the size can be very huge.
Hence, in-depth analysis of the failure related information
is utilized to aid developers in classifying and diagnosing
bugs [1]. Failure indexing technique is commonly utilized
to extract failure signatures so as to partition failures due to
the same fault [2]. Failure indexing is of key importance in
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II. BACKGROUND

proximity. The ﬁngerprinting function of code coveragebased failure proximity extracts execution traces from failed
test executions and the Jaccard Distance is adopted as the
distance function to compute the proximity between any two
failures. The detailed description of code coverage-based
failure proximity is introduced in Section II.

A. Code coverage-based failure proximity
Failure proximity is the crucial part of failure indexing
techniques and is comprised of two components: ﬁngerprinting function and distance function. Different ﬁngerprinting
functions extract different failure signatures which can be
expressed in different forms. Different failure signatures
can be expressed in different forms like sets, etc. Usually,
once the ﬁngerprinting function is determined, the distance
function is mostly determined, such as Jaccard distance
for sets. Code coverage-based failure proximity extracts
coverage information from failed test executions. Notice that
coverage information can be obtained at statement level,
function level, etc. The code coverage in this study is
at statement level. The extracted failure signature of code
coverage-based failure proximity is represented in the form
of sets. Correspondingly, the Jaccard distance which is the
choice for sets is adopted as the distance function in code
coverage-based failure proximity. We formally introduce
code coverage and Jaccard distance as follows.
Given a program with n statements P G
=
{s1 , s2 , . . . , sn }, a test suite with l test cases
T S = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tl }, for each execution of test cases ti ,
a set of executed statements esi can be collected where
esi ⊆ P G. Notice that esi is also called execution slice.
The code coverage information of the program P G under
test suite T S can be collected which is the set of all
execution slices.
Jaccard distance is proposed by Levandowsky et al. [16]
and is deﬁned on sets which is a metric to measure the
degree of distinction (also called dissimilarity) between two
sets. The following is the formal deﬁnition.

Generally speaking, code coverage-based failure proximity utilizes ﬁngerprinting function to extract failure signatures
from failed test executions. Given any program containing
multiple bugs under testing, the associated test results in
terms of passing or failing for individual test executions
are recorded, correspondingly, failures can also be identiﬁed. The previous work of Liu et al. [2, 7] relies on the
availability of a test oracle. Only with a test oracle can the
failure proximity be computed. However, in many application domains, a test oracle is likely to be too expensive to
be obtained or even does not exist, such as machine learning applications [8], bioinformatics programs [9], serviceoriented applications [10], etc. In such conditions, failures
cannot be identiﬁed, correspondingly, the failures due to the
same bug cannot be partitioned either. As a consequence,
the computation of failure proximity becomes infeasible in
these programs and failure indexing techniques cannot be
applied either.
Metamorphic testing has been presented to be a simple
and effective approach to alleviate the test oracle problem
[11]. In many application domains, such as machine learning classiﬁers [8], bioinformatics programs [9], embedded
software [12] etc, metamorphic testing has been applied
to alleviate the oracle problem and can effectively detect
the bugs. Also, metamorphic testing can be integrated with
other software testing and analysis techniques [13–15], so as
to extend their applicability to these programs without test
oracles.

Deﬁnition 1 (Jaccard distance). Given any two non-empty
sets S1 and S2 , the Jaccard distance between
S2 is
 S1 and 
computed as: Distance(S1 , S2 ) = 1 − |S1 S2 |/|S1 S2 |
where |S| denotes the size of set S.

In this paper, we extend the applicability of code
coverage-based failure proximity to the conditions without
test oracles. Consequently, we focus on the following two
research questions.

Let T Sf with the size of m denote the set of failed test
cases where T Sf ⊆ T S and Cf denote the set of failed
execution slices. Given any two execution slices esi and
esj belonging to Cf , each execution slice can be regarded
a set of statements involved by the corresponding failed test
case. Then, the corresponding distance between esi and esj
can be computed using Jaccard distance
as follows.


Distance(esi , esj ) = 1 − | esi esj |/| esi esj |
Finally, a m×m proximity matrix M is computed, where
Mi,j is the Jaccard distance between failing execution slices
esi and esj . With the existence of test oracle, code coveragebased failure proximity can be obtained successfully from
the above. However, there exist many software application
domains without test oracles, in order to extend the applicability of such failure proximity, we utilize metamorphic
testing to achieve this goal introduced in Section III.

1. RQ1: How can we extend the applicability of code
coverage-based failure proximity to the application domains without test oracles?
2. RQ2: How good is the quality of the obtained code
coverage-base failure proximity?
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II introduces the background of code coverage-based
failure proximity and metamorphic slice. Section III presents
our approaches. In Section IV, we give the set-up for our
experimental study, and analyze the experimental results and
threats to validity in Section V. The related work is presented
in Section VI. Section VII gives the conclusions and future
work.
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B. Metamorphic slice

do not exist. In this paper, we investigate how to apply
metamorphic slice on code coverage-based failure proximity
where test oracles do not exist.

In order to extend the applicability of SBFL to application
domains having test oracle problem, Xie et al. [14] integrated
the concept of slices (like execution slices, dynamic slices,
etc.) with metamorphic testing and proposed the concept of
metamorphic slice.
Firstly, we introduce the basic concept of metamorphic
testing. Metamorphic testing (MT) is a methodology for
alleviating the test oracle problem [11, 17, 18]. MT generates
new test cases from the existing test cases based on the
speciﬁc properties namely metamorphic relations (MRs),
which is extracted from the problem domain. In MT, rather
than verifying the correctness of each test execution outputs,
MT veriﬁes whether MRs are satisﬁed between multiple
inputs and their expected outputs. The basic process for implementing metamorphic testing is summarized as follows:

III. C ODE COVERAGE - BASED FAILURE PROXIMITY
WITHOUT TEST ORACLES

In this section, we describe how to utilize metamorphic
testing to alleviate the test oracle problem in code coveragebased failure proximity.
Code coverage-based failure proximity is comprised of
two components, namely code coverage ﬁngerprinting function and Jaccard distance function. The proximity matrix
quantiﬁes the possibility of any two failures due to the same
bug.
For programs without oracle, there are two problems to
be addressed in failure proximity: the ﬁrst problem is how to
collect the failures. In traditional code coverage-based failure
proximity, failures can be easily collected through comparing the test execution outputs with the expected outputs,
however, in the condition of code coverage-based failure
proximity without test oracles, the expected outputs are not
available. As a consequence, we utilize metamorphic test
groups to replace each test case in traditional code coveragebased failure proximity. The metamorphic test results of
violation or non-violation are always available for metamorphic test groups where the violation of a metamorphic test
group indicates a failure of the program. After the executions
of metamorphic test groups, the metamorphic test groups
being violated are collected. The second problem is how to
compute the proximity matrix from the violated metamorphic test groups. An execution metamorphic slice binds all
execution slices of source and follow-up test cases belonging
to a metamorphic test group of MR. Each metamorphic
slice is associated with a metamorphic testing result of
violation or non-violation. Thus, for the code coverage-based
failure proximity without test oracles, code coverage ﬁngerprinting function extracts execution metamorphic slices
from metamorphic test groups and execution metamorphic
slices are extracted as the failure signature. The distance
between any two violated metamorphic slices is computed
using Jaccard distance function. In this way, the proximity
matrix is obtained.
Given a program P , a set of source test cases T S =
{T1S , T2S , . . . , TnS }, the general steps of applying metamorphic slice on code coverage-based failure proximity is shown
in Algorithm 1.
It can be found from Algorithm 1 that metamorphic
slice is the key component in addressing code coveragebased failure proximity without test oracles. Comparing
the traditional code coverage-based failure proximity, we
replace the individual test cases, the test results of failed
or passed and the failure signature of execution slices by
the metamorphic test groups, the metamorphic test results

(1) Identiﬁcation of metamorphic relations. Extract necessary properties from the program and take them as the
metamorphic relations between multiple inputs and their
expected outputs.
(2) Generation of metamorphic test groups. Obtain a set
of source test cases for the program under test and
construct related follow-up test cases according to the
identiﬁed metamorphic relations. Each pair of source
test case and related follow-up test case is grouped as a
metamorphic test group.
(3) Execution of metamorphic test groups. The test outputs
of metamorphic test groups are checked whether violate
the relevant metamorphic relations where any violation
indicates bugs existing in the program.
Secondly, we introduce the concept of metamorphic slice.
Generally speaking, a metamorphic slice integrates slices
within one metamorphic group that binds source and followup test cases according to a speciﬁc metamorphic relation.
Formally, given a metamorphic relation denoted as MR1, let T S = {tS1 , tS2 , . . . , tSk } be the source test cases,
correspondingly, the related follow-up test cases can be
constructed by MR1 from T S , which is denoted as T F =
F
F
S
{tF
and T F compose a metamorphic test
1 , t2 , . . . , tn }. T
group (denoted as g) of MR1.
Corresponding to execution slice, execution metamorphic
slice is deﬁned. Let esSi and esF
i denote the execution
slices of the source test case tSi and follow-up test case
tF
i , respectively. Thus, the execution metamorphic slice
of g is the union of all execution slices of source and
follow-up test cases in this metamorphic test group. The
execution metamorphic slice (denoted as mslice e(M R, g))
is formally deﬁned as follows.
mslice e(M R, g) = (

k

i=1

esSi )

n
 
( esF
i )
i=1

In [14], Xie et al. showed that metamorphic slice was
successfully applied on SBFL techniques where test oracles
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B. Metamorphic relations deﬁnition
The metamorphic relations can be identiﬁed from the
algorithm of grep. We refer interested readers about the
detailed speciﬁcation of grep to GNU website 1 . Three MRs
are deﬁned which were used in previous work [14]. All
the three MRs are equivalent relations, that is given the
equivalent input between source test case and related followup test case, the output of the follow-up test case is the same
as that of source test case.
Let Ps and Pf denote the inputs of source test case
and follow-up test case, respectively. Correspondingly, the
outputs of Ps and Pf are denoted as Os and Of , respectively.
Notice that in Ps and Pf the input ﬁles for searching is
the same and we only transform the input pattern in Ps .
The input patterns in Ps and Pf are denoted as ps and pf ,
respectively. The three MRs are described as follows.
MR1: Decomposition of bracketed sub-expression.
Given a bracketed sub-expression “[s1 s2 . . . sn ]” (denoted as ps ) which is as the source test case, where
si in ps is a single character. If the values of these
characters in the bracket are continuous, then ps can
be also expressed as “[s1 -sn ]”. Notice that orders of
characters are according to the ASCII codes. It is not
difﬁcult to ﬁnd out that the equivalent pattern of ps is
the complete decomposition of the bracket by using
the operation “|” meaning “or”. Thus, MR1 is deﬁned
as: given a source test case Ps and the related followup test case Pf which is constructed through completely decomposing such bracketed sub-expression
in ps , then the outputs of Ps and Pf should be equal,
namely Os =Of . Taking for example ps containing a
bracketed sub-expression “[abcd]” or “[a-d]”, then
this sub-expression is replaced by “a|b|c|d” in the
related Pf .
MR2: Separation of bracketed sub-expression
Another equivalent pattern of the sub-expression
“[s1 s2 . . . sn ]” or “[s1 -sn ]” is splitting the bracket
structure into two brackets by using “|”. Thus, MR2
is deﬁned as: given a source test case Ps and the
related Pf which is constructed through splitting
the brackets structure in ps , then the outputs of Ps
and Pf should be equal, namely Os =Of . Taking for
example ps containing a bracketed sub-expression
“[abcd]” or “[a-d]”, then this sub-expression is replaced by “[ab]|[cd]” in the related Pf .
MR3: Brackets addition of simple characters
Given a simple character which is not a reserved
word, the equivalent pattern is enclosing the simple
character with brackets. Thus, MR3 is deﬁned as:
given a source test case Ps and the related Pf
which is constructed through bracketing some simple
characters in ps , then the outputs of Ps and Pf should

Algorithm 1 Proximity matrix computation algorithm
Input: Program P , source test suite T S,
Output: Proximity matrix M
(1) Identify metamorphic relations MRs from program P .
(2) Construct related follow-up test cases T F
=
{T1F , T2F , . . . , TnF } according to MRs from source test
cases T S and obtain a set of metamorphic test groups denoted
as G.
G = {g1 , g2 , . . . , gn } where gi = (TiS , TiF )
(3) Execute program P under G and collect the set of violated
metamorphic test groups Gf where Gf ⊆ G and corresponding execution slices of TiS and TiF where (TiS , TiF ) ∈ Gf .
(4) Compute the execution metamorphic slice for any metamorphic
test group gi ∈ Gf of each MR. The size of TiS and TiF in
gi is denoted as k and n respectively.
mslice e(M R, gi ) = (

k


j=1

esS
j)

n
 

(

j=1

esF
j )

(5) Compute the distance between any two violated metamorphic
test groups using Jaccard distance. 
| mslice ei mslice ej |

Distance(gi , gj ) = 1 −
| mslice ei mslice ej |
(6) Return the failure proximity matrix M .

of violation or non-violation and metamorphic slices respectively. Correspondingly, the computation of distance between
any two failures is replaced by the computation of distance
between any two violated metamorphic test groups.
Intuitively speaking, RQ1 has been addressed. But it
is necessary to investigate how well our method performs
as compared to traditional method. Hence, we conduct
experimental studies to further address RQ2.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL SET- UP
A. Experimental objective
In order to investigate the effectiveness of the application
of execution metamorphic slice on code coverage-based failure proximity, we choose grep as the experimental subject
program which has been used in previous MT applications
[14, 15] and failure proximity studies [2, 7]. grep is a wellknown utility program with 7309 lines of code written in
C performing pattern matching in Unix. The source code
used in our experiment is grep 2.0. The subject program can
be obtained from Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository
(SIR) [19].
The inputs of program grep include a pattern to be
matched and ﬁles for searching. The outputs of program grep
are all lines containing a match to the input pattern. Given an
input pattern to be matched, if the input ﬁles for searching
is very large, it is actually difﬁcult to check whether the
corresponding outputs are the expected ones, because it is
almost impossible to check whether all the printed lines
by grep contain a matched pattern, unless conduct a entire
examination of the input ﬁles. It indicates that there exists
test oracle problem in grep.

1 GNU,
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2) Proximity graph: Proximity matrix encodes the proximity between any two violated metamorphic test groups.
However, the proximity matrix cannot be visualized directly
in the original high dimensional space. MDS techniques [20]
are utilized to reduce the proximity matrix to a lower dimensional space (usually two or three), meanwhile, pairwise
distances between any two violated metamorphic test groups
in M are best preserved. Thus, the reduced dimensional
space can be visualized in the form of a proximity graph.
In a proximity graph, each point represents a violated
metamorphic test group. The distance between any two
points in proximity graph approximately represents the pairwise distance between the two associated violated metamorphic test groups in the proximity matrix. The points
associated with the violated metamorphic test groups due to
the same fault are shown in the same shape and otherwise
in different shapes, hence, the quality of failure proximity
could be qualitatively expressed through the corresponding
proximity graph visually.

be equal, namely Os =Of . Taking for example a ps
containing a sub-expression “abcd”, then this subexpression is replaced by “[a][b][c][d]” in the related
Pf .
C. Evaluation metrics
In this study, we reuse the two metrics proposed in
[2, 7] to evaluate the quality of code coverage-based failure
proximity without test oracles. The two metrics are proposed to measure the quality of failure proximity: Silhouette
Coefﬁcient quantitatively evaluates the goodness of failure
proximity; the proximity graph qualitatively compares the
failure proximity through visualization.
1) Silhouette Coefﬁcient: Given a program containing k
faults, a set of violated metamorphic test groups with the size
of m, then m × m proximity matrix M can be computed
from Algorithm 1 in Section III. Let Gl denote the set of
violated metamorphic test groups due to the lth fault and
Φ(gi ) denote the index of fault accounting for the violated
metamorphic test group gi . The Silhouette Coefﬁcient for
proximity matrix M is the average Silhouette Coefﬁcients
of all the violated metamorphic test groups. The Silhouette
Coefﬁcient for each violated metamorphic test group is
deﬁned as follows.
SC(gi ) =

D. Two-fault mutants generation
Since the number of mutants provided by SIR is too
small for a mutation analysis, we generate our own faults.
Moreover, in our experimental study, we generate two faults
in each mutant. In order to obtain two-fault mutants, we
ﬁrst randomly generated a set of single-fault mutants, then
randomly combined two single-fault mutants into a twofault mutant, that is the individual faults of two singlefault mutants are randomly selected to inject into a twofault mutant. The generation of single-fault mutants focused
on non-omission faults and used two types of mutation
operators, namely statement mutation and operator mutation.
Statement mutation focuses on three types of statements:
continue, goto and break statements; operator mutation replaces an arithmetic or logical operator by another arithmetic
or logical operator. Thus, we randomly generate 45 singlefault mutants, and based on these single-fault mutants, 255
two-fault mutants are randomly generated.
Among the 255 two-fault mutants, the following types
of mutants are excluded: the mutants which could not
be compiled successfully or have an exceptional exit; the
mutants with no violation of any metamorphic test group; the
mutants which could not produce enough eligible violated
metamorphic test groups which is introduced in the following part. In summary, for grep, we have 19 two-fault mutants
for MR1, 15 for MR2 and 16 for MR3. As a reminder, the
number of generated two-fault mutants is sufﬁcient for our
experimental evaluation.

di − ai
max{di , ai }

where
ai =

Σgj ∈GΦ(gi ) M (i, j)
|GΦ(gi ) |

, di =

min

l=1,...,k,l=Φ(gi )

Σgj ∈Gl M (i, j)
|Gl |

Intuitively, in optimal condition, a failure proximity should
assign zero distance between violated metamorphic test
groups due to the same fault. Silhouette Coefﬁcient evaluates
the goodness of a failure proximity through qualifying how
far this proximity deviates from the optimal proximity. In the
computation of SC(gi ), ai computes the average distance
between gi and other violated metamorphic test groups due
to the same fault and di obtains the minimum average
distance between gi and other sets of violated metamorphic
test groups due to any different faults. The range of SC(gi )
is from -1 to 1. A positive value closer to 1 represents that
gi is closer to other violated metamorphic test groups due
to the same fault than those due to other different faults and
vice versa for a non-positive value. Finally, the Silhouette
Coefﬁcient for M is computed as follows.
SC(M ) =

Σm
i=1 SC(gi )
m

E. Metamorphic test execution

It is easy to ﬁnd out that the value of SC(M ) ranges from
-1 to 1. A higher Silhouette Coefﬁcient of M indicates a
better quality of proximity matrix.

Before conducting our experimental study, we ﬁrst obtain
the source test cases. In our experiment, the 807 test cases
from SIR are not utilized as the source test cases for grep,
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through Silhouette Coefﬁcient and proximity graph, respectively. The results of the two metrics in traditional failure
proximity with test oracle are applied as a benchmark.
Thus, we investigate whether code coverage-based failure
proximity with metamorphic slice have similar quality to
the traditional one. If there is no signiﬁcant difference in
Silhouette Coefﬁcient, then the proximity graph should be
similar, then metamorphic slice can be considered to be a
successful application on code coverage-based failure proximity without test oracles. As a reminder, the investigation
is conducted based on the prepared violated metamorphic
test groups which are introduced in Section IV. In summary,
the failure proximity is computed under the four following
scenarios.
(1) FP-MS: failure proximity using metamorphic slices with
all prepared violated metamorphic test groups.
(2) FP-ST: failure proximity using execution slices with all
source test cases in the prepared violated metamorphic
test groups.
(3) FP-FT: failure proximity using execution slices with all
follow-up test cases in the prepared violated metamorphic test groups.
(4) FP-AT: failure proximity using execution slices with all
source and follow-up test cases in the prepared violated
metamorphic test groups.
In our experiment, scenario FP-MS is adopted as a
experimental group where the test oracle does not exist,
while scenarios FP-ST, FP-FT and FP-AT are adopted as
control groups where the test oracle is required. In the
experimental group, we applied our approach and the test
oracle is imitated through the violation or non-violation of
metamorphic test groups; in the three control groups, the
test execution results of non-mutated version are adopted
as test oracles. Notice that the amount of prepared violated
metamorphic test groups in FP-MS, FP-ST and FP-FT is the
same, thus the amount of raw data for the failure proximity is
the same and their proximity quality evaluation is expected
to have the same degree of reliability; the number of test
executions in FP-MS and FP-AT are the same and thus the
two scenarios have the same program execution overheads.

since the number of source test cases which can be effectively applied our MRs are quite small. Therefore, in order to
obtain sufﬁcient source test cases, we used a test pool with
171634 random test cases from the previous studies [14].
Finally, 2982 test cases were obtained as source test cases
for MR1, 5003 for MR2 and 2084 for MR3. Accordingly,
the related follow-up test cases can be constructed from the
source test cases for each of the above three MRs. Thus,
there are 2982 metamorphic test groups for MR1, 5003 for
MR2 and 2084 for MR3.
Referring to Step 3 in Algorithm 1, after executing all the
metamorphic test groups for each mutant, the corresponding
violated metamorphic test groups for each mutant are collected. Then the execution metamorphic slice for each violated metamorphic test group can be computed. As a reminder,
for clarity and simplicity, similar to the previous work[2],
in this study, we only focus on violated metamorphic test
groups that are each caused by one and only one fault. Thus,
we do not investigate failure proximity for faults correlated
semantically without test oracles. Consequently, execution
metamorphic slices for the violated metamorphic test groups
which are due to two faults are not computed in our study.
Formally, given a two-fault mutant mu which is generated
by two single-fault mutants mu1 and mu2 , let G, G1 and G2
denote the violated metamorphic test groups for mu, mu1
and mu2 respectively. In our study, we did not compute
execution metamorphic slice for each violated metamorphic
test group belonging to G. The metamorphic test groups
which were prepared to investigate code coverage-based
failure proximity without test oracles for mu should satisfy
the following conditions: ﬁrst, the violated test group G
should be sufﬁcient to provide enough number of violated
metamorphic test groups for each single-fault mutants mu1
and mu2 ; second, the violated metamorphic test groups
which are caused by the two faults respectively do not
overlap as much as possible so as to minimize the semantic
correlation between the two faults. Assume the prepared
violated metamorphic test groups of mu, mu1 and mu2 to


be G , G1 and G2 respectively where
 G ⊆ G, G 1⊆ G 1 and



G2 ⊆ G2 , then we have G = G1 G2 and G1 G2 = ∅.
The violated metamorphic test groups in G which do not satisfy the above conditions are excluded. Notice that any twofault mutant which has few satisﬁed violated metamorphic
test groups is excluded in the two-fault mutants generation
naturally.

A. Silhouette Coefﬁcient
In order to investigate whether code coverage-based failure proximity without test oracles has similar proximity
quality to the traditional one, Silhouette Coefﬁcients between
FP-MS and FP-ST, FP-MS and FP-FT, FP-MS and FPAT are statistically compared respectively in this part. The
overall results are shown in the form of boxplot, then the
paired Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank test is utilized to conduct the
statistical comparisons.
Boxplot provides basic information for data distribution.
The overall results are shown in Fig. 1. For each MR, the
data distribution of Silhouette Coefﬁcients between FP-MS
and the other three scenarios are shown in the form of

V. E MPIRICAL RESULTS
To extend the applicability of code coverage-based failure
proximity without test oracles, metamorphic slice is applied
on failure proximity. In this section, we aim to investigate
the quality of the failure proximity obtained through our
approach when test oracles do not exist. The proximity
matrix can be evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively
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signiﬁcantly and the alternative hypothesis H1 is that F (x)
and G(y) are different signiﬁcantly, if p ≥ σ, then the
null hypothesis H0 is accepted, otherwise, the alternative
hypothesis H1 is accepted. For 1-sided p-value, there are two
cases: in the 1-sided p-value (upper) case, the null hypothesis
H0 is that F (x) does not signiﬁcantly tends to be greater
than G(y) and the alternative hypothesis H1 is that F (x)
signiﬁcantly tends to be greater than G(y), if p ≥ σ, then
H0 is accepted, otherwise, H1 is accepted; in the 1-sided
(lower) case, the null hypothesis H0 is that F (x) does not
signiﬁcantly tends to be less than G(y) and the alternative
hypothesis H1 is that F (x) signiﬁcantly tends to be less
than G(y), if p ≥ σ, then H0 is accepted, otherwise, H1 is
accepted.
Hence, three paired Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank tests are performed for each of the three MRs in our experiment: FP-MS
versus FP-ST, FP-MS versus FP-FT and FP-MS versus FPAT. As a reminder, the group of data of F (x) is the group of
Silhouette Coefﬁcients for the proximity matrix in FP-MS,
correspondingly, the group of data of G(y) is the group of
Silhouette Coefﬁcients for the proximity matrix in FP-ST,
FP-FT and FP-AT respectively. Each test uses both 2-sided
and 1-sided (upper and lower) checking at the signiﬁcant
level σ = 0.05.
The results of statistical comparisons are shown in Table
I. Taking for example the last row in MR3, for FP-MS versus
FP-AT, in the 2-sided test, the p-value is 2.11E-3 which is far
less than 0.05, hence, the alternative hypothesis H1 that the
quality of proximity matrix in FP-MS signiﬁcantly tends to
be different from that in FP-AT is accepted; in the 1-sided
(upper) test, the p-value is 1.05E-3 which is far less than
0.05, hence, the alternative hypothesis H1 that the quality
of proximity matrix in FP-MS signiﬁcantly tends to be better
than that in FP-AT is accepted; in the 1-sided (lower) test,
the p-value is 0.999 which is far larger than 0.05, hence,
the null hypothesis H0 that the quality of proximity matrix
in FP-MS do not signiﬁcantly tends to be worse than that
in FP-AT is accepted. In summary, we conclude that the
quality of proximity matrix in FP-MS signiﬁcantly tends to
be better than that in FP-AT.
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Figure 1.

Overall Results for MR1, MR2 and MR3

boxplots. From Fig. 1, we observe that for MR1 and MR2,
FP-MS has similar data distribution as that of FP-ST and
FP-FT. It indicates that FP-MS is likely to have similar
proximity matrix quality as FP-ST, FP-FT for MR1 and
MR2. For MR1 and MR2, the ﬁrst quartile, median and third
quartile of FP-MS are all above those of FP-AT; for MR3,
the three values of FP-MS are above those of both FP-FT
and FP-AT. Thus, FP-MS is likely to have better proximity
quality than that of FP-AT for MR1, MR2 and MR3, and that
of FP-FT for MR3. For MR3, the ﬁrst quartile, median and
third quartile of FP-MS are all below those of FP-ST, thus,
FP-MS is likely to have worse proximity quality than that
of FP-ST for MR3. From Fig. 1, we can have a direct visual
comparison. However, the results of Fig. 1 are not rigorous
enough. Furthermore, we apply the paired Wilcoxon-SignedRank test to conduct statistical comparisons which are more
scientiﬁc.
The paired Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank test is a nonparametric hypothesis testing for the differences between
two groups of data F (x) and G(y) which do not follows
a normal distribution [21]. To obtain a conclusion, both 2sided p-value and 1-sided p-value are used at the given signiﬁcant level σ. For the 2-sided p-value, the null hypothesis
H0 is that F (x) and G(y) do not differ with each other

Table I
S TATISTICAL COMPARISONS CONCLUSION FOR MR1, MR2
MRs
MR1
MR2
MR3

Scenario
FP-MS
FP-MS
FP-MS
FP-MS
FP-MS
FP-MS
FP-MS
FP-MS
FP-MS

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

FP-ST
FP-FT
FP-AT
FP-ST
FP-FT
FP-AT
FP-ST
FP-FT
FP-AT

2-sided
0.07099
0.58799
3.81E-6
0.83624
0.92267
5.49E-4
3.05E-5
1.56E-3
2.11E-3

1-sided
(upper)
0.03549
0.71279
1.91E-6
0.59311
0.46133
2.75E-4
1
7.78E-4
1.05E-3

AND

1-sided
(lower)
0.96602
0.294
1
0.41812
0.54932
0.99976
1.53E-5
0.999
0.999

MR3
Conclusion
Better
Similar
Better
Similar
Similar
Better
Worse
Better
Better

From Table I, we observe that in most conditions, the
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quality of proximity matrix in FP-MS is similar to or better
than the other three scenarios with test oracle. Only in
FP-ST for MR3, the Worse condition occurs. Overall, the
conditions of Similar and Better account for 89% of the
whole results. Consequently, the quality of proximity matrix
computed with metamorphic slice is statistical comparable
to those scenarios where the test oracle exists.
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Figure 2.
Comparison of proximity graphs of mu1 for MR1. (a)
FP-MS(0.87763). (b) FP-ST (0.79824) (c) FP-FT (0.94408). (d) FP-AT
(0.72872)

form three dense clusters and crosses are more scattered
than that in Fig. 2a, thus FP-MS of Fig. 2a (0.87763) is
likely to have better proximity quality than FP-AT of Fig. 2d
(0.72872). Among the four proximity matrixes, FP-FT has
the highest Silhouette Coefﬁcient 0.94408. In Fig. 2c (FPFT), all squares collapse together and crosses form several
dense clusters which is more cohesive than that in Fig. 2a
(0.87763). Thus, the quality of proximity graph in Fig. 2a
may be worse than that in Fig. 2c.

Violated
|G1 | |G2 |
MT group
552



(a)

Table II
C HARACTERISTICS FOR THE EXAMPLE MUTANT VERSION
MT
Mutant
group

í



Proximity graphs provide a direct visualization of failure
proximity to complement the above results of Silhouette
Coefﬁcients. Through proximity graphs, we have an intuitive
picture of the proximity matrix. In our experiment, for the
three MRs, in each scenario, for each mutant under a set
of prepared violated metamorphic test groups, the proximity
graphs are all computed. In total, we can have 200 proximity
graphs. For the limitation of space, we do not display all the
proximity graphs. We take a mutant version as an example
to illustrate the proximity graphs. The detailed information
about the mutant version (denoted as mu1 ) is described in
Table II. As a reminder, the violated metamorphic test groups
in G1 and G2 are due to Fault 1 and Fault 2 respectively
and the intersection between G1 and G2 is empty; Fault 1
and Fault 2 are from two randomly generated single-fault
mutants respectively which are introduced in Section IV,
where Fault 1 is an off-by-one bug and Fault 2 is an incorrect
arithmetic operation.

í

í

B. Proximity graphs
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The proximity graphs of mutant version mu1 for MR1
are shown in Fig. 2. The proximity graphs are obtained
through MDS techniques based on proximity matrixes in the
four scenarios FP-MS, FP-ST, FP-FT and FP-AT. In Fig.
2, we also give the corresponding Silhouette Coefﬁcients
for the four proximity matrixes. From Fig. 2, subﬁgures
(a), (b), (c), (d) represent proximity graphs for FP-MS,
FP-ST, FP-FT and FP-AT, respectively. In each proximity
graph, there are two shapes crosses and squares which
represent violated metamorphic test groups due to Fault 1
and Fault 2 respectively. In the optimal condition (given a
Silhouette Coefﬁcient equal to 1), crosses and squares should
be separated from each other explicitly but themselves be
densely aggregated. In Fig. 2a (FP-MS), all squares collapse
together and crosses are scattered, while in Fig. 2b (FP-ST)
all squares form two dense clusters and crosses have similar
scattering as that in Fig. 2a, thus, we can make a judgement
visually that FP-MS of Fig. 2a (0.87763) is likely to have
better proximity quality than FP-ST of Fig. 2b (0.79824).
Similarly, in Fig. 2d (FP-AT), we observe that all squares

C. Threats to validity
In this part, three kinds of threats to validity are considered in interpreting the experiment results. The threat to
external validity may exist when our results are generalized
to arbitrary program. First, the subject program grep used
in our experiment is not a very large-sized program. Thus,
in the further work of our approach, investigation of more
large-sized programs would strengthen the validity of our
approach. Second, the identiﬁcation of effective MRs is not
investigated in this study. Recent work provided empirical
evidence that a small number of MRs are able to effectively help alleviate the test oracle problem [11, 22]. The
three MRs deﬁned in our study are widely understood and
commonly used in both academic and industrial community,
thus, the threat of effective MRs is acceptable mitigated.
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limited. Fortunately, recent research work has showed that
metamorphic testing is simple in conception and effective
to alleviate the test oracle problem [11]. Consequently, in
order to extend the applicability of failure proximity to these
programs without test oracles, we consider how MT could be
applied to alleviate the oracle problem in failure proximity.
In this paper, we focus on investigating code coveragebased failure proximity. A new algorithm is proposed to
alleviate the oracle problem through several replacements
of components in traditional failure proximity approach. The
failures are replaced by violated metamorphic test groups;
the failure signature of execution slices is replaced by
metamorphic slices in ﬁngerprinting function; the distance
between two failures is replaced by the distance between
two violated metamorphic test groups in distance function.
Thereby, metamorphic slice could be applied to enhance the
applicability of code coverage-based failure proximity.
An experimental study is conducted to investigate the
effectiveness of our proposed approach. We choose the reallife UNIX utility program grep as the subject program and
generate two-fault mutants through combining two singlefault mutants which are randomly generated. The quality of
failure proximity is measured quantitatively and qualitatively
by two metrics of Silhouette Coefﬁcient and proximity
graphs respectively. The results show that our approach
is statistical comparable to traditional code coverage-based
failure proximity for the situations with test oracle. It
indicates that our approach is a successful application of
metamorphic slice on failure proximity without test oracles.
Future work includes but is not limited in conducting
additional experiment on more large-sized programs, investigating more complicated failure proximity approaches
without test oracles, as well as programs with more than two
faults.

The threat to internal validity includes the assumption that
a violated metamorphic test group is due to one and only one
fault. However, in practice the violation can be caused by
multiple faults. However, it is highly debatable to determine
whether a violated metamorphic test group is caused by one
fault or multiple faults. In the further work, research on this
problem would be necessary.
The threat to construct validity is the use of Silhouette
Coefﬁcient and proximity graphs as the metrics to evaluate
the quality of proximity matrix with test oracle exists or not.
Although the two metrics may not conform to the realistic
human evaluation in all aspects, from the previous work of
Liu et al. [2], the design of the two metrics intentionally
avoid subjectiveness, hence, the quality of proximity matrixes can be objectively evaluated.
VI. R ELATED WORK
Metamorphic testing has been successfully applied to
various application domains in order to detect the inherent
faults. Such as in machine learning application where the
test oracle is difﬁcult to obtain, Xie et al. [8, 23] applied
MT to test and validate classiﬁers like KNN and Naı̈ve
Bayes classiﬁer in Weka and some potential faults in these
programs are detected. Also, real-life faults are detected in
bioinformatics programs [9], C compilers [24], etc.
Besides, metamorphic testing has been integrated with
other software analysis and testing techniques. Gotlieb developed an automated testing framework through integrating
metamorphic testing with constraint logical programming
techniques [25]. Xie et al. [14] proposed the concept of
metamorphic slice based on the integration of metamorphic testing and slicing, and applied metamorphic slice to
spectrum-based fault localization (SBFL) without test oracles. The empirical evidence is provided that metamorphic
slice is able to help extend the applicability of SBFL to
programs without test oracles. In this paper, we focus on how
to extend the applicability of code coverage-based failure
proximity to programs without test oracles.
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VII. C ONCLUSION
Failure indexing techniques are or crucial importance in
modern software maintenance. It plays a key important
role in facilitating duplicated failures removal, failure assignment, etc. Generally, failure proximity is the crucial
part of underpinning an effective failure indexing technique.
Hence, Liu et al. [2] investigated several failure proximity
approaches for crashing failures and non-crashing failures.
No matter the various form of different failure proximity,
each of them is an instantiation of a ﬁngerprinting function
and a distance function. However, all the failure proximity
approaches for non-crashing failures assume the existence
of test oracles. In practice, there exist many application
domains lacking of test oracles, hence, the extensions of
applicability of failure proximity on these programs are
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